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About This Game
Create, customise and manage the ideal geek theme park!
If you're a geek to the bottom of your BIOS and your pixels simply go OMG! for park creation, then Geek Resort is for you!
Build and upgrade your attractions to create the best geek theme park, but be careful, “with great power comes great
responsibility"! Manage your income and expenditure, hire staff, maintain your attractions and keep your park clean; because
geeks do have high standards!
Stay vigilant, however, because a zombie invasion, hack attack or any random catastrophe may strike at any time!
Build a geek paradise to your own specifications, based on your favourite universes. Discover geeks in cosplay outfits, each
more original than the last!
As a true geek, can you spot all the references in the game?!
Geek Resort, gotta catch’em all!
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geek resort
kinda bad port of a mobile game.
there's enough there to call it a game and it seems to work (tho lacks functionality).
might be worth grabbing if you can get it on sale for a dollar or two.. A nice calm game. Sometimes it takes a few clicks more
than it should to press buttons, but nothing too serious. No crashes or extreme bugs so far. Not extremely challenging, in fact,
it's incredibly easy to play. Just a regular tycoon type game. I reccomend to players looking for a relaxing experience.. You can
tell it was a mobile first app, and for some people maybe that's an issue. I, however, like the simple interface (once you do the
tutorial, jumping right in is a little non-intuitive. A manual would be nice folks :) ) now that I'm used to it. It's low priced, it's
cute, it's geeky as hell (I spend lots of time looking at the geeks I unlock and my wife loves the art), and it's relaxing; I can just
watch my park doing it's thing without having to micro-manage to death. The fact that the game is going to (according to the
greenlight page) have free theme updates is boss, and there's no godforsaken pay2win\/play micro-garbage anywhere.
It's maybe not as intuitive or expansive as the tycoon or sim or theme games, but it's the only mobile2pc game I've tried that I've
liked and not wanted to beat the company over mcrogarbage.
tl;dr? It has anime stuff in it that I don't actually wanna beat someone for. 10\/10. Cute mobile port of a simple park building
game without any pesky microtransactions.
It's not hard at all, easy for kids to play. Very casual.
Cute sounds and graphics, although the sounds might get annoying after a while.
Very mobile-based gameplay (click on the coins above the buildings)
No micromanagement other than setting ticket prices and making sure you've got enough power, wifi, and pyrotechnics to go
around.
Upgradeable buildings, but a limited selection.
Over 50 unique characters to unlock through regular progression.
Didn't find any bugs.
I think I paid less than $1 for this game, and I recommend getting it for under $2 if you are into easy, casual games that look
nice and don't take much brainpower.. Worth a \u00a31 of your money? Yes I think so, yes its simple tycoon game that could be
on a phone, but its much nicer to actually see in a decent size the amount of details that are in the characters and also the
buildings as they upgrade.
I think theres alot of thought and detail been put into it to be fair (hence why its worth paying for rather than free on mobile app
as some suggest)
Its simple but nicely done. First play i lost 4 hours straight on it and for that money its a bargain, to buy a coffee would be the
same, but you can still have the game after the 10mins it took you to drink your coffee!
People are too cheap and expect everything for nothing (and dont want to pay for peoples time, energy or creativeness - so fed
up seeing crappy reviews where not really needed!)
If it lagged.......sort your pc out.
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I would not recommend you to purchase this game, as there are so many bugs\/glitches that occur during gameplay. I was
looking for a cheap, fun game to play so I bought this. I played a total of 7 minutes, and the game crashed over 5 times, so
unless you want to donate $5 to the developers, I wouldn't touch this game.. A big thumbs down from me. I'm sure this game is
perfectly fine to play on a mobile device, but that is where it should have stayed!
Audio - Average sound assets across the board, menu music is surprisingly good though.
Graphics - Poor in general, no options for resolution.
Gameplay - Has a lot of flaws from a lack of depth and synergy. To having features that only work well on a mobile device.
Many more listed in the video below.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=58dTpsI2wOI. geek resort because i like all computer geek stuff. This game is terrible.
You have to click ten times at various speeds to select an object and even then it doesn't always work. It takes forever to scroll
from one end of the park to the other. The game also crashes. Maybe it is my computer, but I do not have issues like this with
other games. Let me stress that the game itself does not lag. Would NOT buy again.
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